Secret Wounds:The Bodies of Fascism in Giorgio Bassani's Dietro la porta
Derek Duncan O ne of the oddest and most striking features of the ways in which fascism has been represented in the postwar period has been through its persistent association with homosexuality.
1 One of the earliest instances of this occurs in Roberto Rossellini's classic film, Roma città aperta (1945) . This celebration of the Italian resistance under German occupation depends on a bold distinction that conflates ethics and sexuality. The political rectitude of the partisans is indexed by their heteronormativity while the evil Germans are predictably homosexual.
2 This scenario is quite typical of many areas of cultural production in Italy after World War II, in which representations of the fascist period very often were filtered or understood through some kind of synthetic relationship to homosexuality. The inescapability of homosexual characters in novels set during the regime by such major antifascist writers of the 1940s and 1950s as Pavese, Bassani, Moravia, Morante, and Pratolini belies the commonly held belief that until very recently homosexuality in Italy was unmentionable. Films made in the 1960s and 1970s that intensified and made ever more graphic the link between fascism and deviant sexuality extend this cultural narrative. For some this association has emerged almost organically from fascism's apparent obsession with the male body. In an interview televised in the U.K. in 1983, Alberto Moravia was asked what he remembered most about growing up under fascism. 4 He explained that as a sickly adolescent he lived a solitary existence, so his major preoccupations were personal ones relating to the state of his health and literature. Yet for him the regime was best summed up by its obsession with sport and physical fitness, factors that almost automatically debarred him from being a fascist. This obsession was embodied in the construction of the Foro Mussolini sports complex in Rome and, in particular, the Stadio dei Marmi, adorned with 60 enormous classically inspired statues of male athletes. The statues were paid for by each of Italy's provinces, indicating an unusual investment in the national body. They exemplify the fascist adoration of youth and the male form, yet subsequently their very grandeur has evoked contrasting responses. Felice Fabrizio argues that more than anything else these much imitated statues captured the "style of the period."
5 Carlo Cresti, the architectural historian, is suspicious of the excessive, overt, and ostentatious display of masculinity that the statues flaunt:
È vero che gli ignudi maschi di marmo e di bronzo attiravano gli sguardi maliziosamente ammirati delle Giovani Italiane, ma probabilmente esorcizzavano anche le frustrazioni e le impotenze di tanti anonimi e gracili fascisti, e accontentavano le preferenze estetiche di qualche gerarca dai gusti particolari.
It's true that the marble and bronze male nudes would attract the mischievously astonished glances of the Giovani Italiane [Female Youth], but they probably also exorcised the feelings of frustration and impotence of countless, unknown tender fascist youths, and satisfied the aesthetic preferences of any party official with special tastes. Cresti's dislike of the Foro is expressed through inverting the values that the statues were intended to represent. At best they can only compensate for the very absence of heterosexual masculinity in fascism.
Alberto Arbasino takes a different view of the statues' homoeroticism when he sees them as symbols of a lost-and much regretted-bisexuality that is often believed to have characterized Mediterranean societies. 7 The statues, therefore, are hardly fascist at all but rather the final resting place of a culture whose coordinates far exceed the regime's national and temporal frontiers. Taking a different line again, George Mosse, whose work has done much to advance an appreciation of the centrality of masculinity as a core fascist value, doesn't see any particularly homoerotic element in the statues. 8 His argument is that this was only a feature in protestant Germany, where sexual repression intensified erotic desire that could in turn then be perverted.
These retrospective perceptions all contain some kind of assessment of fascism more generally through its association with homosexuality: its corruption, transience, or relative insignificance compared to Nazi Germany. Yet, they all gesture to the fact that this cult of masculinity
